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The Roy Model Motivation

Selection: an Applied Microeconomist’s Best Friend

Life (and data) is all about choices
E.g. schooling (labor), location (urban), insurance (PF), goods (IO)

How can a dataset of zeros and ones tell us about meaningful latent
economic parameters?

Natural starting point: agents select optimally on potential gains
Now obvious, but wasn’t always: longstanding belief that job choice
“developed by the process of historical accident” (Roy, 1951)

With enough structure, link from observed to latent is straightforward
(e.g. Roy (1951), Heckman (1979), Borjas (1987))

Nature of selection characterized by small set of parameters

Still a lot to do on relaxing structure while staying tractable
Recent attempts: Kirkebøen, Leuven, and Mogstad (2014), Hull (2015)
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The Roy Model Solving Roy

Borjas’ (1987) Roy Notation and Setup

Potential wages for individual i with schooling level j ∈ {0,1}:

wij = E [wij ]+ (wij − E [wij ])

≡ µj + εij

Residuals distributed by   
σ2εi0 0 0 σ01∼ N ,

σ2εi1 0 σ01 1

Individual i chooses schooling j = 1 iff

wi1 − wi0 > c
µ1 − µ0 − c > εi0 − εi1� �� � � �� �

≡z ≡νi

Where c denotes relative cost (assume constant for now)

Question: what is E [wij |z > νi ] for each group?
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The Roy Model Solving Roy

Some Essential Normal Facts
1. Law of Iterated Expectations (not just normals): for nonrandom f (·),

E [Y |f (X )] = E [E [Y |X ]|f (X )]

2. Linear Conditional Expectations: if X and Y are jointly normal

E [Y |X = x ] = µY + 
σXY 

(x − µX )
σX 

2 

3. Inverse Mills Ratio: if X ∼ N(µ,σ2), k constant( )
k−µ

φ 
σ

E [X |X > k] = µ + σ ( )
k−µ1 − Φ

σ ( )
k−µ

φ 
σ

E [X |X < k] = µ − σ ( )
k−µΦ 

σ

Key to remembering: E [X |X < k] should be smaller than E [X ]
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The Roy Model Solving Roy

Solving Roy
Note first that

εi0 0 σ0
2 σ0

2 − σ01∼N ,
νi 0 σ0

2 − σ01 σ0
2 + σ1

2 − 2σ01 

By Fact #1,

E [wi0|z > νi ] = µ0 + E [εi0|z > νi ]

= µ0 + E [E [εi0|νi ]|z > νi ]

By Fact #2,

0 − σ01E [εi0|νi ] = 
σ2

νi , where σν 
2 ≡ σ0

2 + σ1
2 − 2σ01

σν
2

So:

0 − σ01E [wi0|z > νi ] = µ0 +
σ2

E [νi |νi < z ]
σν

2
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The Roy Model Solving Roy

Solving Roy (cont.)

By Fact #3,

0 − σ01E [wi0|i chooses 1] = µ0 +
σ2 

E [νi |νi < z ]
σν

2

σ01 − σ0
2 φ (z/σν )

= µ0 + 
σν Φ(z/σν )

σ0 σ0σ1 φ (z/σν )
= µ0 + ρ01 − 

σ1 σν Φ(z/σν )

The same steps give us

σ1 σ0σ1 φ (z/σν )E [wi1|i chooses 1] = µ1 + − ρ01
σ0 σν Φ(z/σν )

When are observed j = 1 workers “above average”?
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The Roy Model Solving Roy

Positive and Negative Roy Selection
Positive selection (avg. j = 1 wage “above avg.” in both groups):

ρ01 − 
σ0 

> 0 and 
σ1 − ρ01 > 0

σ1 σ0 
σ0 σ1 

=⇒ ρ01 ∈ ,
σ1 σ0 

=⇒ Distribution of productivity with schooling more unequal
Negative selection (avg. j = 1 wage “below avg.” in both sectors):

ρ01 − 
σ0 

< 0 and 
σ1 − ρ01 < 0

σ1 σ0 
σ1 σ0 

=⇒ ρ01 ∈ ,
σ0 σ1 

=⇒ Distribution of productivity without schooling more unequal
σ0 σ1Also can have “refugee selection,” where ρ01 < min , (but
σ1 σ0  

σ0 σ1can’t have the other case, where ρ01 > max , ≥ 1 )
σ1 σ0
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The Roy Model Estimating Roy

Bringing Roy to Data

Let Di = 1 if i selects j = 1. What does OLS of wi on Di give?
σE [wi |Di = 0 01−σ2

= µ
0] 0 +

σν

φ (z/σν )

Φ(z/σν )

σE [wi |Di = 1 01−σ2
] = µ

1
1 +

σν

φ (−z/σν )

Φ(−z/σν )

E [wi |Di = 1]−E [wi |Di = 0] = µ1−µ︸ 0︷︷ +(selection bias)︸
"treatment effect"

Suppose costs are random: ci ∈ {0,1},ci ⊥⊥ (εi1− εi0) :
wi = µ0 + (µ1−µ0 + εi1− εi0)Di + εi0

Di = 1{µ1−µ0 + εi1− εi0 > ci}

Then IV gives LATE; with Roy selection:
E [µ1−µ0 + εi1− εi0|0< εi1− εi0− (µ1−µ0)≤ 1]︸ ︷︷ ︸

LATE

6= µ1−µ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
ATE
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More on Roy Estimation Multi-Armed Roy

Estimation with Multi-Armed Roy

W/Roy + unrestricted heterogeneity, valid instrument isn’t “enough”

Problem even worse with many sectors; suppose:

wi = µ0 +(wia − wi0)Ai +(wib − wi0)Bi + εi0 

With binary, independent Zi that reduces cost of sector a, IV identifies

E [wai − w¬ai |A1i > A0i ]

=E [wai − w0i |A1i > A0i ,B0i = 0]P(B0i = 0|A1i > A0i )

+ E [wai − wbi |A1i > A0i ,B0i = 1]P(B0i = 1|A1i > A0i )

weighted average across compliers with fallback b and with fallback 0

Heckman et al. (2006), Heckman and Urzua (2010): unordered
treatment and Roy selection demands a parametric model
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More on Roy Estimation Hull (2015) 

isoLATEing: a semi-parametric solution

Want to deconvolute E [wai − w¬ai |A1i > A0i ] into its two causal parts

Can identify ω ≡ P(B0i = 1|A1i > A0i ): just the first stage of Bi on Zi

If you can split the data into two parts (“strata”) where ω differs but
E [wai − w0i |A1i > A0i ,B0i = j] doesn’t, can solve out (“isoLATE”)

It turns out (see Hull, 2015) two-endogenous variable IV can
automate this deconvolution (and give SEs for free!)

Problem: if E [wai − w0i |A1i > A0i ,B0i = j] also varies across strata (as
you’d expect with Roy selection and ω varying), isoLATE is biased

Possible solution (work in progress!) assume no Roy selection
conditional on rich enough covariates Xi , weight cond. IV over Xi

Similar to Angrist and Fernandez-Val (2013) solution to LATE != ATE,
Angrist and Rokkanen (2016) solution to RD extrapolation
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More on Roy Estimation Kirkebøen, Leuven, and Mogstad (2014) 

KLM (2014): a data-driven solution

Kirkebøen, Leuven, and Mogstad (2014) have data on centralized
post-secondary admissions and earnings in Norway

Interested in estimating the returns to fields and selection patterns
Note that when (A1i = A0i = 0) =⇒ (B1i = B0i ), IV conditional on
(A0i = B0i ) = 0 identifies E [wai − w0i |A1i > A0i ,B0i = 0]

“Application score” running variable for assignment into ranked fields
Sequential dictatorship assignment: truth-telling a dominant strategy
Observe completed field/education and earnings

Assume ranking reveals potential behavior (plausible? Could test);
run fuzzy RD for each “next-best” field k:

y = ∑ βjk dj + x '
γk + λjk + ε

j=k 

dj = ∑ πjk zj + x '
ψjk + ηjk + u, ∀j = k

j=k 
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Note: We use our first stage estimates to compute the probability among
our compliers of a next-best field given a completed field. For each pre-
ferred field, we report the share of compliers for the two most common
next-best field.

Figure 7. Complier weights of alternative fields by completed fields

displays the two most common next-best fields for every preferred field. For example,

this figure reveals that Science is the typical next-best field for compliers who prefer

Technology or Engineering. It is also clear that Humanities, Social Science, and Teaching

tend to be close substitutes. By comparing Figure 7 to Figure 1, we can see that the

compliers to our instruments are similar to non-compliers in terms of their preferred and

next-best field.

By computing the proportion of compliers by preferred and next-best field, we also

learn that certain combinations of fields are rare. In particular, few compliers have Law

as their next-best field, and virtually no one have Medicine as the next-best field. This

means that we do not have support in our data to identify the effect of choosing field j

instead of Medicine, and that we have too few compliers to obtain precise estimates of

the payoff to choosing field j instead of Law.

7.2 2SLS estimates

Table 5 reports the 2SLS estimates from the model given by equations (14) and (15). By

conditioning on next-best field, we are able to estimate the payoffs to different fields while

31

More on Roy Estimation Kirkebøen, Leuven, and Mogstad (2014) 

KLM (2014) First Stages

Courtesy of Lars Kirkebøen, Edwin Leuven, and Magne Mogstand. Used with permission.
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More on Roy Estimation Kirkebøen, Leuven, and Mogstad (2014) 

KLM (2014) IV Estimates
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More on Roy Estimation Kirkebøen, Leuven, and Mogstad (2014) 

Testing for “Comparative Advantage”
With selection on gains would expect

E [Yj  Yk j  k] > E [Yj  Yk k  j]

Note: This figure graphs the distribution of the differences in relative
payoffs to field j versus k between individuals whose preferred field is j
and next-best alternative is k and those with the reverse ranking. To con-
struct this graph, we use the complier weighted distribution of estimates
in Appendix Table A6.

Figure 10. Comparative advantage

address this concern, we have re-estimated the model given by equations (14) and (15)

with treatment variables defined according to subfields instead of broader fields. The

estimates are shown in Appendix Figure A8. They suggest that aggregation to broader

fields is not driving the conclusion that compliers tend to prefer fields in which they have

comparative advantage.

10.4 Sorting pattern and economic models

The above results suggest that self-selection and comparative advantage are empirically

important features of field of study choices. These findings have implications for the

type of economic models that can help explain the causes and consequence of individuals

choosing different types of post-secondary education.

Much economic analysis and empirical work relies on an efficiency unit framework

where there is only one type of human capital which individuals possess in different

amounts.23 While the presence of comparative advantage is at odds with models based
23A prominent example is the Ben-Porath model, which assumes efficiency units so different labor

skills are perfect substitute. Heckman et al. (1998) extend the standard Ben-Porath model by relaxing

45
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Conclusions

Roy Takeaways

Selection on potential gains a powerful, natural assumption
Should be comfortable with basic Roy formalization and how to solve
Above statistics facts are common labor tools

Tight link between theory and empirics (all ID roads lead to sorting)
Post-credibility revolution, we care more about what causal parameters
actually represent and how they inform theory
Nature of sorting bias can be just as interesting as a treatment effect

With Roy selection and unknown heterogeneity, a valid instrument is
not “enough” (ATE vs. LATE, “fallback” heterogeneity, RD locality)

How much structure is needed/plausible?
Are “model-free,” data-driven assumptions satisfying (e.g. isoLATE,
KLM’14)? Or is Heckman right that we need a selection model?
Would love to hear your thoughts!
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